How to
implement
IAM in
2 months
7 Key Success Factors

In this article we highlight our 7 key success factors that will help you implement
Identity and Access management within your organization in 2 months. This is based
on our own experiences and lessons learned from previous IAM implementations
combined with IAM best practices and our new service: "IAM as a Managed Service".
1.

IDENTIFY

DRIVERS

KEY

FOR

BUSINESS

IAM

2.

SET-UP

CLEAR

GOVERNANCE

In order to be able to implement IAM in 2 months

One of the most important things before

you need to be able to keep your communication

you start an IAM implementation is the

lines short and transparent. Therefore, you need to

identification of the key business drivers

set-up a clear governance structure and this

behind it.

needs to be communicated to all stakeholders
involved.

You need to have a clear “Why” defined for
each of the identified drivers and rate the

This means that besides the roles and

drivers based on criticality and business

responsibilities of each member in the project

value so you can determine the priority and

team, you need to identify the key sponsors and all

scope of the implementation.

other stakeholders on the business side before the
start of the project as well.

Once you’ve determined the scope of the
implementation and the priority of each

You need to know who the owners are for each

key business driver, you need to identify the

application that needs to be connected, the

low hanging fruits.

owner of AD and the HR system or any other
source system that needs to be connected. Not to

In other words, what key business driver will

mention the process owners of the processes that

generate the most value and requires the

are going to be managed in the IAM tool.

least amount of effort.
This information is crucial to be able to determine
Map these against priority and feasibility to

the key business drivers and their priorities in order

determine a roadmap for your IAM

to come to a clear scope and set up a proper

implementation.

roadmap.
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3.

GUARANTEE

DATA

QUALITITY

Everyone knows the expression: “garbage in
= garbage out”. This is no difference when it
comes to an IAM implementation. Some will
say you can use the IAM implementation to
clean up your Active Directory for example.

This might sound like a logical idea, however
this is most often not the case entirely. The
corruption of an AD database happens over
a longer period of time and is mostly caused
by design decisions that were made in the
past that, at the time, seemed like good
ideas but now start to create issues.

Other issues are unmanaged accounts and
groups that exist in the system but nobody
really knows what they’re for, orphan
accounts and groups that never have been
cleaned up in the past or other unstructured
data in the database.

If you really want to clean this up, you
need to know why certain decisions were
made in the past and more importantly
you need to know who within the
organizations can tell you why these issues
exist.

This can become difficult especially when
you hire an external company for the IAM
implementation as they’re not the owner
of the data and don’t know who to
contact for each discrepancy. This can
take up a lot of time, and in combination
with the hourly rate of an external
consultant, can become a costly exercise.

Therefore it’s of utmost importance that a
clean-up of the data is done in a separate
project before you start the IAM
implementation. This way, when you start
the implementation, the IAM consultants
can truly focus on the implementation of
the IAM tool and don’t waste valuable
time cleaning up or waiting for the client
to clean up HR data, AD data, roles, or any
other data that is required.
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4.

USE

DESIGN

PRINCIPLES

The remaining 20% can be taken care of
with minor customizations.

KISS, Keep It Simple, Stupid. You can make
an IAM implementation as complex as you
like. You can try to automate each and
every exception, customize each workflow
for each application and completely form
it to how you think it should work.

This will not only speed up the
implementation but it also creates better
transparency of all your IAM processes
making it easier to use, manage and next
to that you need less effort and costs to
maintain your IAM tooling, which will save

Our advice: don’t. Yes, it sounds amazing
that this is possible but 80% of what you

you a significant amount of costs when
newer versions become available.

want to manage with your IAM tooling can
be managed with an out of the box (OOTB)
implementation.

5.

STANDARDISED

PROCESSES

6.

START

SIMPLE

Simplicity over complexity, as we previously

The previous point leads to this key design

mentioned, can be achieved by using

principle for implementing IAM in two

standardized processes to manage your

months: start simple.

identity and access management needs.
For example processes regarding Joiners,

A lot of value can be added by

Movers and Leavers should be kept simple.

implementing IAM in your organization:
improved compliance, automation,

Use best practices around these processes

security levels, maturity levels, data-

to design them and keep your business

quality, self service capability, business

drivers for starting an IAM project in mind.

agility and being in control.

A lot of time can be wasted by looking into,

The only way to get there is to start simple,

and talking about exceptions on the

use the best-practices available and

‘normal’ JML processes with all

create a culture in and around the project

stakeholders.

of starting simple and using the tooling
how it’s supposed to work. The principle to

Our advice is to use pre-configured best-

start simple will bring you more value

practice processes as a starting point and

(quicker) and will set up a strong

improve or fine-tune them at a later stage.

foundation for the future.
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7.

USE

IAM

AS

A

MANAGED

Therefore, we offer a standardized service
package, that is divided into several key

SERVICE

When you want to implement an IAM solution

service modules. In the figure below you can

you used to have two choices, buy an IAM

see that each block represents key IAM-

tool or build, maintain and support it

processes and capabilities.

yourself.
All blocks are supported by the underlying
Luckily nowadays there is also a third option
and this option makes it possible to
implement IAM in two months!

infrastructure, technology, delivery and
support organization. You can choose which
IAM service components you need as a

You can now choose to purchase IAM as a

managed service, and we'll take care of the

managed service which means that you not

rest.

only get the licenses of a particular solution,
but it means that you get IAM bestpractices, standardized pre-configured IAM
processes, specialist support and the ability
to implement quickly all against a utility
based charging model.

Our managed service will support you with:
An IAM roadmap to realize a higher IAM
maturity level.
Implementation of IAM processes and
tools.

This is especially interesting for small and
medium sized enterprises (SME) as they
often lack the economies of scale (both
expertise and budget) to handle the
complexity and costs of the implementation
and support of IAM processes and tooling.

Brought to you by:

Integration with HR systems and
operational systems.
Support, maintenance, monitoring and
reporting on IAM processes and tools.
Hosting of the IAM processes and tools.
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